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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CONNECTIVE project (“Connecting and Analysing the Digital Transport Ecosystem”) aims to be the
technical backbone of S2R´s Innovation Programme 4 (IP4), which addresses the provision of “IT
solutions for attractive Railway services”.
CONNECTIVE will provide other S2R-IP4 projects with a technical framework and a set of tools that
will foster the digital transformation of rail and in general all the transport ecosystem, enabling an
unprecedented multimodal travel experience and improving the fit between supply and demand. Its
outcomes will provide new levels of interoperability and seamless access to all transport data and
services in a multimodal and distributed environment, while offering a common business intelligence
to extract insights of the ecosystem, valuable for both users and service providers. Framework and
tools developed by the project will be used by the other IP4 TDs in the provision of multimodal doorto-door experiences.
The objective of this document is to explain the means and channels intended to promote and create
awareness about CONNECTIVE project and its goals. For that purpose, a brief explanation of the
web and its sections will be done with a particular focus on those which will track the development
of the project.
The report also includes a brief review of the logo designed specifically for the project as well as the
lines that will be followed for the content generation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
More than ever before, the presence and dissemination of content online is a matter of a great
importance. Therefore, it remains essential to have a coherent plan for sharing with the rest of
stakeholders and people interested not only the milestones achieved but also the difficulties arising
with the development of the project.
This content ranges from the publication of the different deliverables fixed from the beginning, to the
presence in workshops or activities of some sort intended to raise awareness about CONNECTIVE.
The cornerstone of this dissemination strategy is the Web Site, which will be explained in further
detail in this report.
Future WP4 deliverables (D4.2 - Dissemination and Exploitation plan and the 3 Reports on
dissemination and communication) will explain in more detail the activities planned and carried out
to achieve a notable visibility of the project, including updates and generation of content for the Web
Page.
The objective of this document is to explain the means and channels intended to promote and create
awareness about CONNECTIVE project and its goals. While the existence of a Web Page to explain
the project and publish results is always important in H2020 projects, in the case of CONNECTIVE
the existence of this communication channel becomes specially important, as most IP4 projects will
work closely with CONNECTIVE and need to be aware of its works. Relation among CONNECTIVE
and other S2R-IP4 projects is depicted in Figure 1:


With ATTRACkTIVE, CO-ACTIVE (CFM; 2016-2018) and other future projects related to
TD4.2, TD4.3, TD4.4 and TD4.5: services and applications provided by them will make use
of CONNECTIVE capabilities, therefore the project will collaborate with them since early
stages in order to know their ontologies and needs, and develop a framework and set of tools
that can be used by them to provide integrated door-to-door experiences. CONNECTIVE will
extend both the semantic model and the resolvers according to the new business
requirements of these projects.



With Open Calls related to TD4.1 and TD4.6 (ST4RT, GOF4R and future calls): these
projects cover the same TDs as CONNECTIVE, and close collaboration among them is
needed in order to avoid overlaps and to assure that their results are successfully integrated
as part of the IP4 Technical Framework.



With COHESIVE (iTD4.7): CONNECTIVE will interface with this project to assure
consistency with other projects, check that all releases are done in time, and enable the
integrations of components from all the IP4 projects.
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Figure 1. Relation among CONNECTIVE and other S2R-IP4 projects
The following chapters will give an overview of the Web Page organization and contents, as well as
other project identity works.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE SITE
All the information concerning the project and its development will be readily available on the official
site: http://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ip4_n.aspx?p=CONNECTIVE. The objective is to spread and
bring CONNECTIVE closer to the citizens, trying to stay away from the most technical and
complicated aspects of the project.
This space is included within the Shift2Rail web site and the rest of the projects related, with which
it shares the same structure, style and format. To properly explain the project, it has been decided
to divide the page in the following sections, that will be detailed in the next chapters.

Figure 2. Structure of the Web Page
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3. SECTIONS
The web site is divided in different sections in order to improve the clarity of the information. This
same structure is followed as well in the rest of projects included in Shift2Rail, which also have a site
reserved.
To access to CONNECTIVE page we will have first to go to Shift2Rail web site (https://shift2rail.org/),
where we will find a drop-down list labelled as “R&I Programme”. These are the five asset-specific
Innovation Programmes (IPs), covering all the different structural and functional subsystems of the
rail system. We will then have to click on the “Innovation Programme 4” tab to finally find “Connective”
in the menu on the left.

Figure 3. View of IP4 main page

The web site is also reachable through the R&D Projects sections, selecting CFM 2017 calls.
This chapter details the content of each of web site sections related to CONNECTIVE project.
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3.1 OVERVIEW
In this section we will find the general aspects of the project as the title, duration, coordinator and
the total project budget. This information will not vary during the course of the project, so the section
is expected to remain unchanged.

Figure 4. Overview section screenshot
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3.2 OBJECTIVES
This section presents the main objectives of the project as defined in the Shiftt2Rail Multi Annual
Action Plan. The outcomes to expect are covered in these two Technology Demonstrators:



TD4.1 - Interoperability Framework
TD4.6 - Business Analytics

The two points are explained in more detail in the text, specifying the particular goals of each one.
The view of the page is presented in the next figure:

Figure 5. Objectives section screenshot
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3.3 PROJECT STRUCTURE
In this section, citizens will be able to consult the information related to the division in the different
work packages and the content of each one. Below is the screenshot with the detailed information
from the web:

Figure 6. Project Structure section screenshot
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3.4 PARTNERS
This section presents the logos of the partners involved in the project, separated as coordinator and
the rest of beneficiaries.

Figure 7. Partners section screenshot
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3.5 RESULTS AND PUBLICATIONS
This section will include all the public deliverables as well as other project documents (Newsletter,
Presentations) ready to be downloaded by anyone interested. The files will be updated during the
course of the project in order to track the progression.
The section could also include links to public results of other S2R-IP4 projects, specially when they
are relevant to understand CONNECTIVE works.

Figure 8. Results and Publications section screenshot
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3.6 PROJECT ’S NEWS & EVENTS
This section is designed to publish the upcoming events or news in which CONNECTIVE will be
involved. This ranges from conferences or workshops to any novelty during the course of the project.

Figure 9. Project's News & Events section screenshot
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3.7 CONTACTS
This is the section where anyone interested can take part and communicate directly to the Project
Coordinator just by giving a name, an email address and leaving a message explaining the questions
or suggestions.

Figure 10. Contacts section screenshot
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3.8 LATEST PROJECT ’S NEWS
This section is reserved for the latest news involving the project:

Figure 11. Latest Project's News section screenshot
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4. CONTENT GENERATION
The goal of the web site is not only to involve the partners but also to engage anyone that could be
interested in the project, as well as other S2R projects and partners that do not participate directly
in the project, due to the need of close alignment among CONNECTIVE and other S2R projects
(both Member´s projects and Open Calls).
For that reason, the contents will be regularly updated, including relevant information related to the
progress and results of the project, such as public deliverables generated. Several Newsletters are
also planned to be issued during the life of the project, which will also be published in this section in
order to be accessible to anyone interested.
Moreover, the partners plan to prepare a general project presentation, to be regularly updated (at
least once a year) including general information about the project and the latest progress and
achievements of each of the technical work packages.
As mentioned before, the news and events will also be published in order to give knowledge of the
results obtained and the difficulties encountered while developing CONNECTIVE.
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5. SOCIAL MEDIA
For the dissemination of the news and activities related to the project, we will make use of the
Shift2Rail social account (@Shift2Rail_JU) as well as those from the companies involved. That
means that for the moment it is not planned to have an official CONNECTIVE account, but the
information will be spread from the different participant profiles as was done for the CONNECTIVE
Kick Off meeting (see image below).

Figure 12. Example of tweet sent from a Indra account, and retweet from S2R account
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6. PROJECT IDENTITY
The CONNECTIVE logo has already been designed, following the same styling line as the set of
projects grouped under Shift2Rail and more specifically those from the IP4 (ATTRACkTIVE and COACTIVE).

Figure 13. CONNECTIVE logo

The objective is to give the logo visibility by including it in all the work shared from the project, as it
has already been done in the first dissemination material with the roll-up (see design in Figure 14).
This way, people will identify the image as the identity signal and it will also become easier for them
to recognise the project among others.
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Figure 14. CONNECTIVE roll-up
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7. CONCLUSIONS
With all means explained for the dissemination of the project, the remaining objective of the Web
Site creation and its regular update is to keep all the information up to date and faithful to the reality.
This fact will be key for the engagement of the participants and citizens interested, putting special
care to bring the information closer to all of them. The Web Page will also be a relevant
communication channel with other IP4 projects, which will need to work in closely alignment with
CONNECTIVE (TD4.1 and TD4.6), as shown in Figure 15. CONNECTIVE project aims to be the
technical backbone of S2R-IP4 and the framework and the tools developed by the project will be
used by the other IP4 TDs in the provision of multimodal door-to-door experiences.

Figure 15. Relation among CONNECTIVE´s TD (TD4.1 and TD4.6) and other IP4 TD

The Web Page will not be the only activity and channel to communicate and disseminate
CONNECTIVE works, other dissemination and communication activities are foreseen, such as the
participation in congresses and the organization of conferences. However, the set up of the Site from
the very beginning of the project symbolizes the first relevant step towards the promotion of
CONNECTIVE project and goals.
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